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Dear Parents

Vacation is the time for the children to explore their myriad interest and indulge in various 

activities which would lead to their all-around development.

Summer vacation is the most awaited time for both parents and kids. However, this time is 

different due to second wave of Covid-19 as kids are already not going to school. Thus, our 

responsibilities get double to keep our children active.

Here are few tips for parents to act as a facilitators to help your child and balance his/her 

eagerness in pursuing adventures, creativity and self-expression with development of 

responsibility.

➢ Make sure that you are spending quality time with your wards amidst this tensed 

environment. 

➢ Teach them the importance of moral value in their life.

➢ Motivate them to read good books.

➢ Indulge yourself in various indoor games with them.

➢ Encourage the child to speak simple sentences in English.

➢ Motivate the child to use polite wards such as please, thank you, sorry, may I.

Please Note :- Allow them to complete homework on their own under your guidance.
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WRITTEN PART

ENGLISH : Write Alphabet (Capital letters) A to Z (Small letters) 
a to z (3 pages of each), Missing & Matching (2 pages of each ) in 
notebook.

MATHS : COUNTING 1 TO 50,What Comes After & Between (3 
pages of each )in notebook.

EVS : Do revisision Pages 1 to 13.

HINDI : Write स्वर अ से ऋ तक और ररक्त स्थान भरो,(3 pages each) in
notebook.
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 Mango themed activities  are so perfect for hot summer days .so we bring 

meaningful and creative activities to occupy the little
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 Taste these mangoes and observe these 

different types carefully and match with the 

correct picture.

Dasheri

kesar

alphonso
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 Do this activity with your paa

On father” s day ( 20.06.21)

Rbis

Note: Share Pictures with your teacher
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 Circle it 
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 fun in pool

Note : Click Pictures, record  Video and send to your class 
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 * Virtual Tour *

Chhatbir Zoo in Chandigarh    

Make a Scrapbook

* Collect Pictures of Zoo 

* Paste Animals pictures             

Class Incharge - Kavita
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